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INQUISITIVE
OPTIMISTIC
EXUBERANT
I am currently pursuing a bachelor's 
degree in communication design and am 
primarily interested in UI/UX, identity and 
branding, and publication design. I am an 
inquisitive person who is always seeking 
new knowledge through conversations, 
activities, and competitions. I have a new 
outlook on life and a positive attitude 
toward problems as opportunities.
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RESERVED
The designed monogram represents Kanishka 
Gandhi’s personality attribute of ‘reserved’. 
The close proximity of the letters suggests that 
she resists opening up and takes her time 
interacting with others.

The missing part of the letter 'k' represents how 
she conceals her emotions. The typeface chosen 
has a nice balance of thin and hefty strokes, 
signifying that she is emotionally stable. Pastel 
greens & blues are used, which are subtle, don’t 
stand out, and convey reservedness.
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EXPLORATIONS
The various explorations for the monogram. 
Learned how to manipulate and explore one form 
by changing little characteristics like form, colour, 
background & foreground, etc.

01 | Identity Design



LOGO &
ATTRIBUTES
The typeface used for logotype is New Baskerville. 
The subtle shades of greens and blues are used 
which represent reservedness and introverted.
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DRUG 
ABUSE
Over 73% of drug addicts are between the ages of 
16 and 35, implying that over 3 million youngsters 
and children are abusing drugs. Many young people 
are slipping into this trap and thus, drug misuse 
among teenagers is at an all time high. It is the 
need of the hour to save our youth. Read this book 
to discover more about the subject of drugs and 
substance abuse by youth.
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ATTRIBUTES
The typeface used for body text and headings is 
Roboto, and for slogan and page numbers is ITC 
Cerigo Std. The color palette and the illustration 
library are also defined.

02 | Publication Design
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RECYCLING 
WASTE
The app is about reusing and recycling everyday 
garbage. It ensures proper waste disposal and a 
well-managed waste pickup service. It is a modern 
day concept of ‘Raddiwala’, where registered users 
can make money by delivering their trash on daily 
basis. Users are expected to weigh and hand over 
the trash after scheduling a pickup and get paid.

‘Think & Throw’ is an app that aims to save the 
environment by segregating and recycling waste 
so that the world can have a better tomorrow. 
Let’s work together to keep plastic from ending 
up in landfills and oceans.

03 | UI/UX Design
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WIREFRAMES
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LOGO &
ATTRIBUTES
The app is named ‘Think & Throw’, and the 
typeface used is Roboto. The icons created are 
minimal and easy to understand. The colour 
palette used has a mix of various greens that 
indicate conserving the environment and 
contrasting pink.

03 | UI/UX Design
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DEPARTMENT
OF DESIGN
Designing a new identity for the department of 
design, as the current one lacks a strong, clear and 
consistent visual language. The department is bold, 
vibrant, and professional while being eccentric. 
The personality of the brand is collaborative, 
avant-garde, joyous, and promising.

The logo symbolizes the collaborative nature by 
combining several diverse elements. The design 
also indicates something in flight, rising upwards 
and onwards, lending a positive tone to the logo 
and implying development. The circle indicates the 
institute's distinctiveness, showing that it stands 
out from others.

04 | Identity Design
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ATTRIBUTES
The typeface used for logotype is TT Norms. A 
warmer color palette is used which represents the 
vibrancy and boldness of the department.

04 | Identity Design
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primarily interested in UI/UX, identity and 
branding, and publication design. I am an 
inquisitive person who is always seeking 
new knowledge through conversations, 
activities, and competitions. I have a new 
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COLLATERAL
DESIGN
Designing collaterals like notebooks, portfolio kits, 
pens, bottles, packaging, etc. which can be used by 
the department to increase its recall value.
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RESERVED
The designed monogram represents Kanishka 
Gandhi’s personality attribute of ‘reserved’. 
The close proximity of the letters suggests that 
she resists opening up and takes her time 
interacting with others.

The missing part of the letter 'k' represents how 
she conceals her emotions. The typeface chosen 
has a nice balance of thin and hefty strokes, 
signifying that she is emotionally stable. Pastel 
greens & blues are used, which are subtle, don’t 
stand out, and convey reservedness.
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POSTS 
DESIGN
Designing different social media posts, flyers, 
brochures, open house posts, and certificates for 
the department. Posts are also designed with a 
graphic logo that reflects on brand messaging.

04 | Identity Design



EXPLORATIONS
The various explorations for the monogram. 
Learned how to manipulate and explore one form 
by changing little characteristics like form, colour, 
background & foreground, etc.



LOGO &
ATTRIBUTES
The typeface used for logotype is New Baskerville. 
The subtle shades of greens and blues are used 
which represent reservedness and introverted.
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CATALOGUE
DESIGN
Designing a catalogue for ‘Metal Woods’, metallic 
laminates for Heritage Laminate Surfaces. Metallic 
laminates are premium laminates for high end 
customers. It is a global brand with a global 
reputation for the highest quality, reliability, and 
aesthetic standards. 

The theme chosen for the catalogue is ‘Reflection’. 
Various pages were designed showing Reflection of 
luxury, self, light and luster, comfort, etc. Foiling 
was also used to add a rich feel to the catalogue.
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CATALOGUE
DESIGN
Designing pages on outshine and introspection. 
Using expressive typography with foiling and UV 
printing to lend texture and emotion to the pages. 
To add a more luxurious feel, vinyl stickers with 
information can be glued on chips.

05 | Publication Design
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NOTEPAD
DESIGN
Designing the front and back covers for notepad. 
The design theme was 'complete', and was 
represented by a circle. The circle symbolises 
wholeness, fulfilment, and self-sufficiency, 
imparting a sense of completeness.

05 | Publication Design



DRUG 
ABUSE
Over 73% of drug addicts are between the ages of 
16 and 35, implying that over 3 million youngsters 
and children are abusing drugs. Many young people 
are slipping into this trap and thus, drug misuse 
among teenagers is at an all time high. It is the 
need of the hour to save our youth. Read this book 
to discover more about the subject of drugs and 
substance abuse by youth.



ATTRIBUTES
The typeface used for body text and headings is 
Roboto, and for slogan and page numbers is ITC 
Cerigo Std. The color palette and the illustration 
library are also defined.
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ILLUSTRATION
DESIGN
Designing the stylized version of the chosen image 
using Adobe Illustrator. I learned how to graphically 
depict images and enhance their appeal.

06 | Illustration Design
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DIGITAL
PAINTING
Learning about composition and colour sense 
while creating digital artworks. Exploring and 
learning graphic softwares such as Adobe 
Illustrator and Photoshop.

06 | Illustration Design
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COFFEE TABLE
BOOK
Making a coffee table book about the 'importance 
of grids in designing layouts.' I learned about the 
various grids that are used in publication design. In 
addition, I learned to look for grids in everyday life.

07 | Publication Design



RECYCLING 
WASTE
The app is about reusing and recycling everyday 
garbage. It ensures proper waste disposal and a 
well-managed waste pickup service. It is a modern 
day concept of ‘Raddiwala’, where registered users 
can make money by delivering their trash on daily 
basis. Users are expected to weigh and hand over 
the trash after scheduling a pickup and get paid.

‘Think & Throw’ is an app that aims to save the 
environment by segregating and recycling waste 
so that the world can have a better tomorrow. 
Let’s work together to keep plastic from ending 
up in landfills and oceans.
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DESIGNED
LAYOUT
Clicking pictures showing grids in everyday life. 
Understanding how grids keep content organised 
and the layout clean.
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